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SANDSPUR 
Florida's Oldest College Weekly 
Back in the Swing 
Helen Pelletier practices her backhand in 
preparation for the Tars next match. After a 
three week layoff, the Netters will face 
Miami University on Friday, April4. 
Cambodia Concert 
Raises $800 
On Wednesday, March 26, several RoUins students calling 
themselves Lock Stock & Barrel performed a benefit concert, 
with m-oceeds going to relief for ravaged Cambodia. 
*he maLrill ringed from bluegrass standards such as 
"Rockytop" and "Circle Be Unbroken" to songs by James 
Tavlor Crosby, Stills and Nash, and Dan Fogelberg. Rick 
Sylorplayfng banjo and acoustic guitar, led a band composed 
Druiarify of Bruce Threlkeld (drums and acoustic guitar), Scott 
AZV harmonica and mandalin), and Lee Siddons (bass - yes, 
teat is Dav™ big brother), but was augmented on several songs 
tnaiisLwvc = 6 , MeClure did a superior sax solo on 
f ^ ^ S ^ f f l S r S T S n e l y Tonight" and John 
S « 3 2 £ » in f^ a rousing version of Fogelberg's "Part o 
ttePan"for the finale. In addition, the audience was treated to 
tTJ^mance bv Ivan Kelly, who sings, plays acoustic and 
V G u i t a r and writes his own songs that offer clever 
ffire. o ^ n Marions commentary on current social 
which spurred the musicians on g ^ ^ ^.^ 
Thanks to RoU»"» s tudem s pP • cambodia, 
organization that distnbutes the P ^ ^ ^ 
S E S f i E T n d e°veryonePelse who helped out in this 
humanitarian cause. 
October Rollins Rape 
Suspect Acquitted 
By Fritz Wettstein 
Wednesday, March 19, 
Casper Sorenson was found 
innocent of kidnapping and 
sexual battery in the October 
28, 1979 incident involving a 
sophomore Rollin's coed. After 
two hours of deliberation, the 
jury handed the Orange County 
Courthouse judge a verdict of 
not guilty; it had not been 
proved beyond reasonable 
doubt that the Winter Park 
carpenter raped the student at 
gun point. 
On that early Sunday 
morning according to Winter 
Park Detective Neal E. 
Trautman, Sorenson had been 
drinking at an ABC lounge in 
Apopka and had later swung by 
Rollins College on his way 
home. Driving toward the 
McKean front doorway, he met 
the coed, who was walking to 
McKean after attending a Chi 
Psi party. She entered his 
pickup as she stated in her day 
long testimony at the trail, at 
gunpoint where upon he forced 
her to a wooded area and raped 
her. 
A week later, Detective 
Trautman, investigating the 
alleged rape, arrested 
Sorenson. Upon initial legal 
interrogation, the defendant 
claimed he was never south of 
Palmer Avenue on his way 
home from the ABC. No gun 
was found on him, Sorenson 
however, was identified by the 
victim as the man who had 
abducted her in a truck. The 
defendant was then charged 
with kidnaping and sexual 
battery. 
On March 10, the trial started 
with the suppression hearing 
which proved to the jury that 
the police investigation of the 
case was conducted properly. 
At the trial, Sorenson was 
defended by James Hart. 
Raymond Da Vorack served as 
the prosecuting attorney. Hart 
had been an assistant state 
attorney for several years. 
The prosecution centered its 
case on the testimony of the 
victim, who was on the witness 
stand for most of the day. Her 
account of the incident was 
consistent; however, the lack 
of additional evidence could 
not corroborate her story. 
Witnesses for the defense 
testified that Sorenson never 
owned a handgun or was never 
seen with one. 
The Orange County Crime 
Lab, usually a witness for the 
prosecution, could not support 
the victim's case. Instead, it 
muddled the case, finding a 
hair on the victim belonging to 
neither the victim or Sorenson. 
Sorenson was the last witness 
to take the stand. The 23 year 
old Winter Park resident had 
never previously been arrested 
and had served in the army. 
During testimony, he changed 
The defense 
argued that there 
was no clear 
evidence pointing 
to the defendant's 
guilt. On this 
ground, Sorenson 
was freed. 
his whereabouts the night of 
the alleged rape. He admitted 
he was horny, did pick her up in 
front of McKean, and did have 
sex with her. However, under 
oath, he stated that she obliged 
him, and that her actions were 
strictly volunteered. 
In the closing arguments, the 
prosecution made issue of 
Sorenson's inconsistent 
stories. The defense argued 
that there was no clear 
evidence pointing to the 
defendant's guilt. On this 
ground, Sorenson was freed. If 
the jury had found Sorenson 
guilty, he would have gone to 
jail on two twenty year 
charges, kidnapping and 
sexual battery. 
The assaultant in the second 
alleged campus rape, on Feb. 
8,1980, did not go to trial. After 
noticing discrepancies in the 
victim's account, Winter Park 
Police investigators submitted 
her to a polygraph test, which 
proved her story inaccurate. 
Later, she admitted the rape 
was a fabrication. 
Rollins Campus Safety 
Director, George Watt, stated, 
"despite the fact the last 
reported rape was not a rape, I 
encourage the girls to keep an 
eye out, and use the escort 
service." 
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ROLLINS STUDENT ASSOCIATION ELECTIONS 
Campaign '80 
Diane Chabot 
President 
Tuition costs are going up. Every 
year we have to pay more to attend 
college. Do you know where your 
money goes? $85 dollars of your 
tuition money goes to the Student 
Association general fund. The 
Student Association has the power to 
disburse you activity fee in 
whatever manner it chooses. Of 
course it is assumed that the representative you elected will 
inform you of what is happening and will represent your 
opinions at the next Assembly meeting. 
How many times have you been approached by your 
representative and asked your opinion on an issue? Chances 
are, unless you belong to the minority, that the answer to this 
question is seldom, or never, or who is my representative? I 
have been a member of the Student Assembly all this year 
and what I've observed are people presenting their own 
opinions rather than those of the students they represent. 
This is not what they were elected to do. 
Another matter that bothers me is the poor attendance that 
we have in the Student Assembfy. Forty people representing 
1300 students would not be too bad, and there are at least that 
many representatives, but more often than not only eight or 
ten people bother to show up for the meetings and proceed to 
make decisions that affect every student. 
My name is Diane Chabot. I am running for the off ice of 
Student Association President. What I have just mentioned 
are just a few of the things I would like to see changed. The 
Student Association is supposed to represent the whole 
student body and I would like to see it perform this function. 
We need to pull together to elect people that will represent us 
and that will keep us informed as to the issues which are 
discussed and the decisions that are made. 
Put your money and D.C. to work for you. 
Steve Todd 
President 
Before I get in to my specific 
concerns and plans for the Student 
Association, I believe it is necessary 
that I give you some background 
information on myself. 
Since my freshman year, I have 
taken an active interest in the 
College. During my freshman year I 
wrote for the Rollins College Public 
Relations, Sports Department, and in January of 1978, I 
became Sports Editor of the Sandspur, a position which I held 
for one and a half years. 
During the early spring of 1979,1 played a major role in the 
formation and development of the Rollins College Circle K 
club, and was elected its Charter President. During our first 
year we quickly became established as a very worthy and 
needed organization on campus. 
I have also taken part in numerous other activities during 
this year. Aside from this being my third year on the varsity 
baseball team, I am a member of the Sullivan House Board of 
Directors, developed and coordinated the Rollins College 
Student Escort Service, was a selected representative of 
Rollins to the Muscular Dystrophy Conference in Buford, Ga. 
(January 18-20, 1980), and I am an Algernon Sydeney 
Sullivan Scholar. 
It is very clear to me that Student Association has the 
opportunity to become a very strong and active organization 
on this campus. But I have seen a number of shortcomings 
which are in dire need of being corrected. 
For example, there is very little cohesion between the 
Student Association and you, the student, whom it is supposed 
to represent. This may be alleviated by opening the vital door 
of communication between us so that we may become a 
better representative body. 
The communication must flow both ways so that the 
Association may be effective and conscious of your needs and 
wants. For without it, an organization such as this will 
become stagnant. 
These doors will be opened in two ways: First, through the 
Sandspur and, second, by emphasizing the importance to the 
representatives to collect and pass on information to and for 
you. 
This leads to another point. In the past, participation on 
behalf of the representatives has been less than admirable. 
Most of this stems from the electoral process which takes 
place at the beginning of the year. Many elections for 
representatives have been done haphazardly and without 
much concern on the part of the Resident Aides as well as the 
students. 
The main reason behind this is because many of you do not 
realize the value and necessity of this position. Instead, the 
position is treated as a joke. Contrary to this belief, however, 
the representative position does indeed hold a great deal of 
influence and responsibility which can be seen in the 
following ways: First, the representatives make decisions 
that may have a major effect upon the students of this 
institution. The recently passed search amendment is one 
example of this, as well as the decision to combine the office 
of Student Association V-P with Student Center's President 
and the Association's Comptroller with the Center's 
Comptroller. 
It was unfortunate, however, that these decisions were 
made with only 14 of the 47 representatives present. This 
clearly was not a well represented student body! 
I believe that once the representatives are fully aware of 
their responsibilities there then will be a better turn out at the 
Association meetings. Should this not work, I will then 
enforce Section 2, BA, in the Constitution, Rollins Student 
Association which states that the Student Assembly shall 
"dismiss upon two-thirds vote any member of the Student 
Assembly who misses more than three meetings." 
This may cause a large turnover of personnel, but I 
strongly feel that it is necessary in order for the Association 
to become a fully functional and well represented body. 
One other factor that stymies the communication between 
you and your representative is the continual waving of the 
"48 hour notice." This clause allows the representatives at 
least 48 hours to inform and receive feedback from the people 
they represent of a particular motion that will be voted upon 
within the next two days. 
The consequence of the continual waving of this clause 
does not give the representative a chance ,to receive the 
necessary support or opposition of the motion from their 
students. 
As President, I will see that the representatives utilize this 
clause to its fullest extent so that this vote is not merely his 
own personal view but that of his represented students. 
This is just a quick overview of some of my objectives as 
President of the Student Association. There will be a panel 
discussion with all of the Presidential and Vice-Presidential 
candidates in the Student Union on Monday, March 31 at 8:00. 
I strongly urge that you attend this discussion so that you will 
be more informed as to what my objectives for the position of 
Student Association President are, as well as those of my 
running mates. 
The Student Association has so much potential to become a 
very active organization, but whether or not it lives up to its 
potential relies upon you, your representative, and the 
President. As President, I firmly believe that I can guide the 
Student Association to becoming that active organization we 
desire instead of a useless appendage. 
Thank you very much. 
Jim Massa 
President 
bility of many people, and more will get done that will benea 
the students. 
—What abilities distinguish me from others to do this job1. 
I have worked with administration. I know [\ 
administrators and they know me. I have worked interacts 
ly with Dr. Seymour, Deans Campbell and Pease of studej 
affairs, Tom Wells of Physical Plant and George Wat 
security - all on a daily basis. I have shown leadership in (h 
position of Head Resident of Elizabeth dorm; manage^  
skills by implementation of dorm councils; delegatory sk 
by involvement of students and R.A.'s in many dot 
functions; communication skills by keeping the students 
the dorm informed and by expressing my views through thi 
Sandspur; coordination skills through work with Sulliva 
Board. In addition, I have shown initiative by helping charts 
the Newman Club, I have been active on the Holt 1 
Selection Committee, and I am a Sullivan Scholar t 
Recipient. 
I 
Vice-President 
j 
Dan Payne 
Vice President 
With the changes that are 
occurring throughout the structure 
of Rollins College, I see the presi-
dency of Student Association as an 
important position where there must 
be leadership, management, coor-
dination, and interaction. I feel I can 
install these needed attributes in the 
office if elected. 
— Why do I feel this way? — 
I have already become involved in the problems of the 
school. I have taken the initiative to investigate and help 
solve some of the problems. For instance, I am actively 
working with Jessee Morgan (vice-president and treasurer of 
Rollins) concerning the Saga food situation and its many 
facets. I have shown concern over the rising costs of the 
bookstore, published an editorial on it with my suggestions 
and contacted Doc Hensen, who has just arrived on campus' 
to help Rollins improve the bookstore. He had read my 
editorial while still in Tulane, and since then we have started 
discussing and analyzing what needs to be done to keep costs 
down as far as possible. I also have worked with Dean 
Campbell as a Head Resident on the housing problems. 
— How do I plan to coordinate student government? — 
I propse to increase the cohesiveness of the many groups 
that have input into the student association by increased 
delegation of responsibility to the representatives from the 
various housing facilities, clubs, and organizations. In doing 
tins, involvement is increased, avenues for students to send 
information and suggestions into the association are 
increased, attendance will rise due to the active responsi-
It is that time of year again. 
Besides being bombarded by 
propaganda from the Presidential. 
Elections, you are seeing the same 
approach here at Rollins. Many 
changes have taken place at Rolins 
during my two years here and the 
future holds even more. Change is 
essential to progress; however, one-
sided change only creates greater conflict. I think that if i 
join President Seymour in making Rollins the best snu 
private institution in the South, we can avoid these conflicts 
want to help you to become part of this progress by being 
your next Vice-President of the Student Association. I wanto 
be your voice to the administration! 
My interest in Rollins has not developed only recently. 
has been present since my freshman year. Last year I ga 
campus tours for Admissions, was the alternate in 
representative to Student Associaion, and was chosen as a 
Resident Aide. My interest has not decreased this year 
either. This year I have continued my personal contact 
the students of Rollins. I assisted in the advising of incoming 
Pre-Medical students during College Prep Week. Also I have 
participated in recruiting seminars for the school. I 
tried to give prospective Rollins' students an objective view 
of the school, admitting its shortcomings yet stressing thai 
changes are constantly occurring and will continue until w( 
reach our goals. 
I could promise you the world; however, I only promise you 
my active participation in our student government for you. I 
will carry out all the necessary functions of Vice-President 
Allison Zent 
Vice President 
During this past year, having 
served actively as a voting member 
of the Rollins College Student 
Association, I have become increas-
ingly aware of its problems as well 
as its potentials. This awareness has 
motivated me to seek a position 
within the organization which will 
better enable me to work on 
solutions for the prevailing problems in addition to the in 
mentation of new and exciting ideas. 
If elected to the Office of Student Association Vic 
President-Student Center President, I would hope toacb« 
what can best be described as an "open door policy 
program whereby students would be given a b 
opportunity to voice their opinions, express their indivio 
needs, and seek to resolve particular college-re^ 
problems. I feel that although it is the Association's pri^  
responsibility to deal with group organizations, there j 
exists an undeniable obligation to serve the individual 
well; it is my sincere objective to make sure that this du 
performed. As a concerned and devoted member of 
College, I would like to work with you in a cooperative $ 
to better strengthen our common interest in the R 
Community. 
better 
^[jritic******************* * * * * * * * * + 
Election News 
Due to the lack of candidates for these Standing 
Committees: College Life Committee (10 
positions); Educational Policy Committee (8 
positions); and Professional Development 
Committee (4 positions), the Standing 
Committees will be elected by the Student Body 
after Spring Break. Elections for President and 
Vice President of Student Association will be 
held April land 2. 
There will be a debate between the candidates 
for President and Vice President of Student 
Association for President and Vice President of 
Student Association on Monday, March 31,1980 at 
8:00 p.m. in the Student Union. The election will 
be held Tuesday, April 1 and Wednesday, April 2 
in the Student Union Building. Ballots will be 
available in the Student Union Building. 
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Standing Committees 
John Arciero 
College Senate 
'What does a College Senator do ? " 
ie question may be a common one |§ 
amongst many Rollins students. I 
feel that the lack of involvement and 
understanding on the part of many 
students is often due to the underex-
posure or unavailability of the sen-
iors who can relate the pertinent 
[information. 
Simply, I feel that a representative should be easily access-
bleto all students. I will not only be open to questioning, but I 
rill also be persistent in my quest for increased student 
involvement and awareness. The College Senate is the 
primary legislative body of Rollins College. It is obviously a 
mainline for much of what happens in our community. I want 
to be your tap to that mainline. The more we ask of each 
other, the more we get in return. 
Craig Crimmings 
College Senate 
As an active member of the 
Rollins Community, serving as a'; 
member of the College Senate, Chair- | |* 
man of the Student Hearing Board, | | 
Student Association, and a l sop 
President of Sigma Phi Epsilon |$ 
Fraternity, I feel that I have the 
necessary knowledge and ability to 
successfully fulfill a position on the 
Senate for another term. 
It is essential to be active in the Student Government 
system for this process deals directly with a myriad of 
Policies and areas of special interest which relate to and 
affect the student body at large. Having served on the Senate 
for two years, I feel that I have come to know the system 
quite well and would again like to serve as your voice in the 
Senate. If elected, I will strive to serve the student body of 
Rollins College as best I can and will give ample considera-
tion to all problems presented before me. Thank you. 
Lisa Goldman 
•ollege Senate and C.L.C. 
I am running for a position on the 
Allege Senate for the 1980-81 term. 
V* Senate is the primary legisla-
te body of Rollins. I oversees the 
standing committees and reviews 
Proposed changes in the curriculum, 
ocial regulations, and financial aid. 
am also running for the College 
^
e
 Committee, which entails the „ 
t^ablishing and reviewing of policies regarding student lite 
tico-curricular activities. I am capable and ready to take 
*e responsibility of these positions. This opportunity can 
^made possible only through you. 
* * * / * * * * ************************** ******************************* 
Cindy Harper Jay Scarlata 
College Senate and C L C College Senate 
Committee work is an effective 
means for the student body at 
Rollins to make its opinions known 
to the faculty and administration. 
Further, committees can take an 
active role in the policy and gover-
ance of the college, as manifested 
through successful changes in dorm 
living. Coed and unlimited visitation 
has brough a welcome change in the residence halls. 
I feel the last two years have given me the opportunity to 
become aware of student opinion, and I ask that you allow me 
to convey these feelings to Senate and the College Life 
Committee. I have worked for Student Government, Panhel 
and Resident Hall Council in the past and feel these will 
enable me to be a sympathetic representative of a variety of 
organizations and student ideas. 
Patty Hayes 
College Senate and C.L.C. 
As a member of Chi Omega 
sorority, Circle K, and Educational 
Policy Committee, I have been 
active in promoting positive changes 
at Rollins. If elected to the College 
Senate and/or College Life, 
Committee, I would encourge more 
student involvement in the planning 
and execution of programs and 
activities. Student organizations on campus need to be more 
responsive to the academic and social needs of students. If 
elected, I plan to help coordinate and publish a student guide 
to courses, which would evaluate the courses offered at 
Rollins by students who have taken them, so students will 
have first hand knowledge about courses before registration. 
I would also work to see that Saga is more responsive to the 
needs of students. 
Carla R+ Pepperman 
College Senate 
I am a candidate for College 
Senate because, as an active 
member of the Rollins community 
for three years, I am familiar with 
the policies of the school and aware 
of changes that could benefit the 
campus. I am currently involved in 
student government as a member of 
Student Assembly. In addition, I 
serve on the College Life Committee and the Housing Review 
Board. My other campus interests are Circle K, Pre-Law 
Club, World Hunger Committee, and Rollins Organization of 
Women. I am an R.A. in my dorm, so I have constant contact 
with students' views. Through my commitments to these 
activities I have gained a sense of responsibility to serving 
Rollins and helping it to grow into a fine college. I hope to 
expand my service to the school by being a member of the 
Senate. I appreciate your vote next week. ' 
Evan Press 
College Senate 
I am very interested in the govern-
mental structure of Rollins College. 
I was, and still am, extensively 
involved in the Student government 
and organizations of my high school. 
I am attempting to perform 
similarly here at Rollins. 
I am currently my dorm's 
freshman representative. I am a 
Fine Arts Activist. I participate in Rollins theatre and sports 
programs and have an active interest in the Black Student 
Union and Jewish Student League. I hope to work with the 
Sandspur and WPRK in the near future. I am currently 
applying for membership with the Student Center for Social 
Concerns and hope to be ai> R.A. next fall. I am also a 
participant of Reflections '80 and varying other school events 
that crop up. 
I am upset with the lack of communication that occurs 
between students and students, teachers and teachers, and 
students and teachers. I have a genuine interest in 
curriculum changes, social regulations, and in our college's 
standing committees. 
I earnestly hope that you will give me the opportunity to 
serve you myself, and future Rollins matriculators, by 
appointing me to a position on the Robins College Senate. 
I have participated a great deal in 
the government of my fraternity and 
held positions of responsibility on 
the Executive Council and as Pledge 
Trainer. Through these experiences 
I have been able to enrich my 
knowledge of many aspects of the 
college community and spoken with 
administraters in all aspects of this 
campus. I wish to participate in the Senate so that once again 
I may broaden my horizons, but more importantly, to use my 
experience in the best possible way to benefit the students of 
this campus. 
Tracy Strickland 
College Senate and C L C 
My name is Tracy Strickland and I 
am running for positions on the 
College Life Committee and the 
Senate. I think I would serve the 
college effectively in these positions. 
I am involved in everything from 
Varsity Women's Volleyball to the 
English Club. I have written for the 
Sandspur, and am currently becom-
ing involved in Circle K. I am also involved in the Greek 
system. As an upperclassman, I feel that I have the 
experience necessary to be an objective member of these 
committees. Through these many activities I have gotten to 
know the students and their needs. I would like the oppor-
tunity to represent you, and I feel that I could do this effec-
tively through the CLC and the Senate. 
I have the time, ability and most importantly, the desire to 
serve you. I hope you will support me in this effort. 
Paul F« VonderHeide 
College Senate 
My fellow students of Rollins College, 
A senator, above all else, should 
be making decisions that benefit the 
entire student body. To do that, he or 
she must know students. Open-
mindedness is essential, and a 
sincere interest in the quality of 
student life, academic and social, is 
a prerequisite. 
If you vote Vonder Heide, April 1st or 2nd, you will be 
assured of having a representative in the Senate who 
exemplifies these qualities. As a WPRK news team member 
and a Sullivan House board member, I am constantly made 
aware of the concerns of the student body. 
My goal, while in office, will be to see that students be 
provided with a greater voice in decisions that will effect 
them. Most importantly, I will work with you, the students of 
Rollins College, in achieving a higher quality Rollins 
experience. 
Phil Weiss 
College Senate 
In the next few weeks elections for 
Student Government positions will 
be held. As students of Rollins 
College we owe it to ourselves to 
elect dynamic and competent 
leaders who are willing to 
participate and to offer their time on 
behalf of the Student Body as repre-
sentatives. Furthermore, it cannot 
be stressed enough the importance of continuity of members 
to these student positions. Many committees are ongoing 
from year to year and a full understanding of proceedings 
and interactions allows the student to engage in the activities 
and to better represent student opinion. With my position on 
the EPC and three other subcommittees (Library, Education 
Program Grants Task Force and the Grading Practices Task 
Force) I have seen too many students unable and afraid to 
speak up. If elected to the College Senate and EPC, I will see 
to it that not only I, but other students elected will represent 
the students fully and fairly. 
• More Candidates Page 5 
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Jazzy Concert Saturday 
For those who enjoyed Ramsey Lewis last 
year, we're in for a bigger event. 
Several of his compositions have become 
jazz standards. His harmonic characteristics 
and use of time signatures have been with him 
for decades. Touring around the globe now 
brings him to Rollins. 
Having been into jazz since he has been into 
life, Dave Brubeck and Quartet will be in 
concert at the Enyart-Alumni Fieldhouse 
tomorrow, Saturday, March 29, at 9:00 p.m. 
Student admission is free, that's right, free 
of charge. 
Stop complaining about having nothing to do 
Saturday nights, take advantage of a free 
musical happening with one of the masters of 
modern jazz. 
Chapel Holiday Schedule 
Palm Sunday and Holy Week Services are 
scheduled at the Chapel. At 11 a.m. Sunday, 
the Chapel Choir's palm processional opens 
the service at which Dean Wettstein will speak 
on "The Procession and the Profession." A 
new group of Associates of the Chapel will be 
received. On April 3, the Maundy Thursday 
Communion will be shared in the Frances 
Chapel at 9 p.m., and on Good Friday, April 4, 
a service of meditation begins at noon. 
The lakeside Easter Dawn Service has 
become a new Rollins tradition. It will begin at 
6 a.m. on Easter morning, to be followed by 
coffee and doughnuts at $ullivan House. As the 
college will be in spring recess, there will be 
no regular chapel services on Easter, April 
6th, or the following Sunday, April 13. 
Yearbook Editorship 
Open for 1980-81 
ATTENTION: 
Applications are now being accepted for next 
year's TOMOKAN editor -
Include: 
Name 
Box number 
Class 
Any previous experience 
Return to Leslie Chisholm P.O. #1496 by 
Tuesday, April 1st. 
Law School Deadlines Set 
PRINCETON, N.J. — Law School 
applicants are advised that the eight-week 
delays in processing Law School Data 
Assembly Service (LSDAS) reports, caused 
by the late delivery of a new computer system, 
have been reduced to two weeks — the level 
experienced in the past at this time of year. 
Because earlier delays slowed the decision 
process in some law schools, the Law School 
Admission Council, sponsor of the LSDAS, has 
recommended that the earliest deposit 
deadline date of law schools be extended from 
April 1, 1980, to May 1, 1980. Individual law 
schools, however, determine their own 
deadline dates. 
Parking Rules to Remain 
Campus Safety advises that during spring 
break, April 5-13, all parking regulations will 
remain in effect throughout the campus. 
Concert Series Continues 
Mozart's Piano Quintet, K. 452 will be the 
featured work at the next Rollins College 
Concert Series on Sunday, March 30, in the 
Annie Russell Theatre. Thomas Brockman, 
Rollins faculty member, will be the pianist 
along with principal players of the Florida's 
Symphony Orchestra. 
A vocal quartet will also sing original music 
for four voices and piano by Haydn and 
Brahms. Michael Irwin will feature works for 
guitar by Villa-Lobos and Leo Brouwer. 
Joining Mr. Brockman in the Mozart Quintet 
will be Janet Mascaro, Peter Harris, John 
Beck, and Arnold Mascaro. Each of these 
performers have been with the Florida 
Symphony for more than 10 years and all have 
been featured soloists with the orchestra. 
The vocal quartet will also feature 
prominent artists frequently heard in opera 
and oratorio roles in Central Florida. Jodi 
Tassos, Laura Billings, Charles Threatte, and 
Lawrence Bond will be accompanied on the 
piano by Ward Woodbury. 
Michael Irwin teaches guitar at the Rollins 
School of Creative Arts. He's studied with 
distinguished classical guitarists at the Aspen 
Music School where he has also performed. 
Tickets for this Connoisseur Concert may be 
obtained by calling the Rollins Music Office at 
646-2233. 
Budgets Due April 18 
All Student Association Organizations' 
budgets must be into the Student Association 
Office by April 18 in typed form. If you have 
any questions, please feel free to call the 
Student Association Office at ext. 2186. 
Rollins Books New Mgr. 
Rollins College recently hired Mr. Dayton 
Henson to the position of Bookstore Manager. 
A graduate of the University of New 
Hampshire, Mr. Henson has been managing 
and running bookstores for 37 years. 
Upon his graduation, Mr. Henson taught 
high school in New York for five years. He 
then apprenticed himself to the bookstore at 
Syracuse University and after leaving, spent 
the next 20 years at the University of New 
Hampshire, where he built their first book 
store. Since then, Mr. Henson's activities have 
included the building and managing of 
bookstores at Brown and Penn State 
Universities, and a complete rennovation of 
Tulane University's bookstore. At Penn State, 
Mr. Henson was also the director of that 
college's 20 branch bookstores. 
Rollins will be changing its method of 
bookstore operation on June 1,1980. Currently 
the bookstore is run on a lease operation by 
William Berrer. On June 1, Rollins will own 
and operate the bookstore itself. Mr. Henson 
said the takeover and planned renovation of 
the bookstore will not be too hard of a job and, 
in fact, should be a pleasant experience. 
Lecture in Hauck 
The Alliance Francaise of Rollins College 
will meet Thursday evening, April 3, at 8:00 
P.M., at Hauck Hall, 165 Holt Avenue, Rollins 
College Campus, Winter Park. 
Guest Monsieur Bernard de Montgolfier was 
born in Lyon, France. He is "Licencie en 
Lettres," and is a former student of the Louvre 
Museum School. He has been associated with 
the Carnavalet Museum since 1952 and was 
named Senior Curator in 1976. 
Bernard de Montgolfier has made numerous 
lecture tours for the Alliance Francaise. He 
toured the Netherlands in 1969 and 1973, Great 
Britain in 1970, the United States in 1971, 
Belgium in 1971, Italy in 1972, Canada in 1973, 
Spain in 1974, Switzerland in 1975, and Morocco 
in 1975. He has also lectured to various cultural 
organizations, particularly in Paris. 
The public is invited free of charge. 
Send our FTD 
Easter Basket 
Bouquet 
EASTER 
IS APRIL 6. 
SEND A 
BASKETFUL 
OF JOY. 
$17.50 
Fresh flowers for the joy of 
springtime. A decorative egg 
for the joy of Easter. All in an 
FTD Woven Rattan Handled 
Basket. And we can send the 
FTD Easter Basket" Bou-
quet just about anywhere... 
the FTD way. Call or visit us 
soon. 
FLOWER SHOP 
2 1 6 P A R K A V E N U E . N . 
W I N T E R P A R K , F L A . 3 2 7 8 9 
P H O N E 6 4 4 - 1 7 4 5 
LOST: 
A gold ring. It has a man wearing a 
turban. He is sitting holding an opal. 
His eyes are diamonds. The band is a 
snake. The ring is a family heirloom 
and is very special to me. If anyone has 
found the ring or knows where it is, 
please contact Kathy at ext. 2897. A 
REWARD WILL BE GIVEN. 
Freshmen - Sophomores Starts in Sept, 
Job Opening 
Box office manager - Annie Russell Theatre 
Afternoon and Evening Work Required 
Deadline for application April 18 
Forms in 101 Annie Russell 
Do You Dare to Look Your Best? 
DAVEI\ AWENUE IHAID D E S I G N E E / 
. ~ . - Lid. Hair Style Contoured to Facial Shape 
by Sassoon Trained Stylists 
Facial Analysis and Make-up 
Braiding 
Haircut 
Rollins Special $9 haircut & shampoo 
w/this ad til March 31st 
532 South Park Ave. 
Winter Park, Florida MON-SAT 10am-6pm For Appointment Phone 6 4 5 - 3 6 6 5 
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Sullivan House News 
Special Coffee for Frosh 
A special coffee will be held tonight, March 
28( for the visiting freshmen from 11:00 until 
jOOa.m. in Sullivan House. "A Night with 
Spike" will be the featured act. 
"Spike" McClure, a blossoming junior, will 
tie wailing away on his hot saxaphone. The 
more mellow sets will feature mountain music 
and Irish jigs on his recorder. A special 
appearance by several Rollins seniors will 
enlighten the new freshman with tales and 
raditions about Rollins. 
Weekly News Forum Open 
Open to all students, faculty & staff. Every 
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in Sullivan House, Local, 
State, National and World News are covered. 
Last Wednesday the hot issue of Presidential 
politics was discussed. Several Political 
Science professors and interested students 
attended and jumped into a hot and lively 
session on politics and the state of our country. 
Anderson Info. Available 
Many students have been asking what does 
John B. Anderson believe in? Well, we (Dr. 
Norman Gilbert's class) sent away for the 
information and "Anderson and everything he 
believes in from A to Z" can be found for 
review in Sullivan House, the Library and Dr. 
Gilbert's office. 
Farmworkers Need Help 
The essence of Judeo-Christian charity is 
helping others to help themselves, and this is 
what the farm workers are asking of you. They 
don't want you to build their union for them; 
this they have already done themselves. 
But the union they built is being attacked on 
all sides by powerful special interests — 
growers, the largest agribusiness 
corporations and food chains. And so they are 
asking all those who believe in justice and 
decency to rally to their side. 
If you believe that we are all our brother's 
keepers, then this is the time to: 
Put your faith to work 
for tiie Farmworkers. 
• HOW: Celebrate Our Oneness 
•WHEN: Sunday, March 23, from &5pm 
• WHERE: Winter Garden (Tanner Aud.) 
• WHY: Because We are One 
•WHAT TO BRING: 
. . . A Dish to Share 
. . . A Heart that Is Open 
. . . Anyone else you know 
(Children or Adults) 
• Sponsored by: A Group of Concerned 
Christians and Jews 
**For more information contact: 
Rabbi Halpern 
at 645-0444 
Spring Break Hours 
Mills Memorial Library: 
Friday, April 4 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Saturday & Sunday, April 5 & 6 
Closed. 
April 7 thru April 12 
CLOSED. 
Sunday, April 13 
7 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
Bush Library: 
April 4 
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
April 5 thru April 13 
CLOSED. 
Crummer Library: 
April 4 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
April 5 thru April 13 
CLOSED. 
*************************************************** A********************************************** 
Campaign '80 
• continued From Page 3 Merrie Beth Lake 
CLC. 
Katie Irvine 
cue. 
In the past three years that I have 
been a student at Rollins College I 
have had one motto; be a student 
that is concerned for the betterment 
of Rollins. I detest those people who 
complain about our school but do 
nothing for its improvement. I have 
always strived to do the most I could 
(o make Rollins a better place than
 m 
when I got here. For example, I helped to organize tne nrst 
annual Homecoming at Rollins. Then last year I created the 
R-Times for the use of every student and faculty member. 
o^w I would like to continue my efforts for the improvements 
of Rollins College by joining the College Life Committee, 
^t'smake Rollins even better; vote for Katie Irvine. 
JayScarlata 
u.c 
wer the years I have acquired a 
lriety of experiences that qualify 
J*f°r the College Life Committee. I 
•JVe participated in Varsity 
ktics, worked diligently in posi-
)ns
 in the Greek System, and had a 
at
 deal of contact with adminis-
at
°rs in all aspects of this campus. 
Js I have a firm understanding of 
administrative process and have seen the student life on 
Campus from several perspectives. The culmination of 
se
 experiences coupled with a personal goal to improve 
Campus for everyone, are the reasons I wish to partici-
lteas a member of the College Life Committee. 
My name is Merrie Beth Lake. I 
am interested in obtaining a position 
on the College Life Committee. I will 
be a senior next year and have 
attended Rollins since my freshman 
year. Because I have been involved 
in various aspects of the College, I 
feel I could be an asset to the com-
mittee. There are many changes on 
the horizon for Rollins. The decisions made in the coming 
year will be important to the future of the College. I want to 
do my part to help Rollins grow and improve. Thank you. 
manner, and to become involved with school activities here 
at Rollins. I will do my best and work hard with others to 
accomplish these goals. 
Executive Policy Com 
Bobby Davis 
E.P.C. 
Robert Gleckler 
cue. 
I am currently a Rollins 
Freshman and am extremely 
interested in being affiliated with 
the College Life Committee, which is 
one of the standing committees for 
the College Senate. I feel I could be a 
valuable contributor to protecting 
the welfare of college life at Rollins. 
My interest in people is sincere, _ 
especially to those who make up the Rollins Community. My 
attitude about supporting Rollins College and its policies is a 
good one. The College Life Committee is a very important 
committee because it deals directly with the students. The 
ten students that make up this committee represent the 
student bodv and have the ability to achieve a great deal. I 
am impressed with what the College Life Committee has 
done in the past, but at the same time I am eager to become a 
member to help in attaining higher goals from which the 
students would benefit. 
I have been involved in school governments in the past and 
the outcome has been gratifying. I hope I get the chance to 
involve myself with the students on this campus in a political 
My name is Bobby Davis and I 
would like to continue holding my 
position on the Educational Policy 
Committee. I was elected to the EPC 
from the Student Association late in 
the Fall Term, so I have some 
experience in the job. I am now on 
the General Educational Policy 
Task Force, a subcommittee of 
EPC, in which we are trying to redefine and put Into practice 
the philosophy and curriculum of a liberal arts education. I 
enjoy working with fellow members of the committee and 
would like to continue efforts to improve the education at 
Rollins. 
Ed Trunfio 
E.P.C. 
As a member of the Educatioal 
Policy Committee, I will make sure 
that the academic standards of 
Rollins are maintained. I would also 
like to explore other educational 
policies that would help Rollins 
become the finest liberal arts school 
in the southeast. With your support 
and student innovation, we can 
make Rollins one of the best small liberal arts schools by 1985 
- our one-hundredth birthday. 
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Editorial 
Rollins Student Government 
Not 'By The People' 
If you run for a position on the College Life Committee, you'll win. 
That's right, you'll win. You'll win regardless of qualification, regardless of 
platform, regardless of anything. All you have to do is find one vote and you'll be a 
C.L.C. member. 
It's not because you're deserving, it's just because you ran. You're one of eight 
candidates vying for some 10 positions. They have got to take you or they will have 
inadequate representation on a student legislative body. 
The Student Association affects almost every student, almost every day. Well, 
maybe Rollins students don't care what happens here. It would certainly seem that 
way. . . 
If a college student government with as much power as Rollins', that wields 
almost a quarter of a million dollar budget annually and has virtually no restriction 
on it, if they can't even find enough people to fill all available positions, then they 
are in a poor state of affairs. 
Rollins will go on. It will go on with or without a student government. There is no 
organizational necessity for the Student Association. The administration of the 
college will simply take over some of the needed tasks, many of the benefits will 
disappear. 
The student body is self-governing. Self-governing, that is, if they can muster a 
government. It's your choice to make. 
The standing committees are not the only student positions unfilled. As of this 
writing, the Tomokan has received not one application for editor. Maybe we dont 
need a yearbook editor. 
If the Student Association was resonsible for parties, we would need to hold 
primaries. But it only decides educational policies, college life policies, student 
center activities, concerts, lectures, films, search policies, newspapers, yearbooks, 
dances, debates... 
Who needs those silly things? 
I thought we all did. J.B. Wood 
Editor 
COMMENT 
What Is to Be Enough? 
By Alan Nordstrom 
I wish to propose that next 
year at Rollins there be one 
central conceptual theme to 
serve as an intellectual focal 
point for the entire academic 
community. Such a thematic 
concept might be: myth, 
symmetry, values, energy, 
language, paradox, or some 
other ramifying notion that 
reaches imaginatively into 
every field and discipline. 
A specific concept I would 
nominate is Enoughness (or, in 
the Latinate: Sufficiency). I 
would ask not only: "When is 
enough enough?" but also 
"What is enough, and how do 
we know, how do we define it, 
why do we desire it?" Plainly, 
these are questions relevant to 
writers, artists, musicians, and 
philosophers, as well as to 
social and political scientists. 
Less certainly, I suppose that 
biologists, chemists, physicists, 
and mathematicians would 
have interesting things to say 
on the topic of sufficiency with 
regard to their special studies. 
But whether or not the 
particular theme I am 
suggesting or some other 
seminal and exciting idea is 
taken up, the prospect of 
finding a common extracurri-
cular and interdisciplinary 
ground for all of us, faculty and 
students, to stand on 
throughout the year, out to be 
energizing. I am not suggesting 
that whole courses be given 
over to the topic, though some 
professors may desire to 
concentrate some or all of their 
curricular program on the 
theme. Yet if a topic is in the 
air, it could easily and 
naturally infiltrate occasional 
lectures and discussions, with 
carry-over influence from 
other departments and from 
collegial events. 
By "collegial events" I have 
in mind colloquia, symposia, 
guest lecturers, debates, and 
other devices of intellectual 
exchange. I would particularly 
like to see the Sandspur devote 
an issue to the topic or institute 
a regular section concerning it 
Perhaps Brushing, the literary 
magazine, could express t 
theme, and special exhibits 
Mills Library and the Cornel 
Art Center might reflect it A 
special memorial publication, 
comprising the best writing by 
students and faculty c 
during the year and addressed 
to the year's topic, mi] 
properly celebrate the 
achievements of the Colege 
community. ^ Z 
One of my students lamented 
recently: "The art 
conversation may be _dying 
everywhere, but at Rollins its 
definitely dead." I hope she* 
wrong. But if we can provide 
more occasions and means fa 
promoting good conversation 
among all segments of f 
fragmented campus, 
subjects we all have some! 
in and concern about, we migij 
resuscitate a dying art an 
revitalize the intellectual spin1 
in a failing college body. 
My proposal is not m 
original idea. I caught» 
directly from Dr. O'Sulliv* 
and indirectly from our hea 
librarian, Ms. Delks. Nowje 
see if it proves as wiM 
infectious as the recent RoIP 
Flu. I would enjoy hearing/0 
comments and suggestion 
Box 2672. 
MAILBAG 
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Parking Policy Provokes Problems 
3ar Editor, 
I received a letter in my 
mailbox Monday morning 
informing me that my on-
campus parking privileges had 
been revoked. The reasoning 
behind this was that I had 
received too many citations. 
There are several reasons why 
I feel this was unjustified. 
First, the fines have always 
been paid and accounted for. I 
feel this is punishment enough 
for parking violations, 
particularly when one is an on-
campus resident. 
This brings up another 
complaint. The tickets I have 
received have had no relation-
ship to the potential harm of 
anyone on this campus. Every 
ticket has been a parking 
violation such as parking over 
a yellow line, parking in an 
unmarked visitors' space in 
my designated lot, and parking 
in the wrong lot (in which case 
PARENT'S WEEKEND 
Timing Was Bad 
Dear Editor, 
As my children have 
progressed through school, 
Parent Weekends have always 
been a favorite time for me and 
for them. The Administration 
and the Parent Organization of 
Rollins deserve much credit 
for their planning and 
enthusiasm for this year's 
"Parent Weekend at Rollins." 
I have enjoyed the activities 
and the comradery generated 
during these few days on 
campus. 
There has been a discordant 
note, however, to mar an 
otherwise delightful time. 
What a surprise to find that my 
daughter was responsible for 
three mid-term exams between 
Wednesday evening and 
Monday morning! I was torn 
between wanting to spend time 
with her and the guilty 
knowledge that I was keeping 
her from her studies. It seems 
unfair to the students, who 
want to be with their families, 
and to parents, who expend 
both time and money to visit 
with their children, to plan 
Parent Weekend during mid-
term exams. 
I can only hope that in the 
future, all facets of campus 
activities will be considered 
before dates are selected for 
parents to begin their 
pilgrimage to Rollins. 
Edana Lee A. Schmidt 
CINDY HARPER'S PEOPLE POLL 
the car was not there for any 
extended length of time). 
Revoking the parking 
privileges would be one thing if 
they were for wreckless or 
drunken driving or speeding, 
but in this case I feel the 
punishment is not only 
unsuitable to the crime, it is a 
flagrant display of power by 
our security department. 
Another reason that this 
policy bothers me is tliat I will 
be placed in an unavoidable, 
potentially hazardous situation 
by having to park off campus. 
By doing so, I will be expected 
to walk from the Langford, for 
example, back to my 
dormitory room, after dark, by 
myself, thus substantially 
increasing my chances of being 
assaulted. This might be 
brushed off with the suggestion 
of not walking alone at night, 
but that is not applicable in a 
circumstance where the person 
affected works at night. I do not 
feel that another rape on the 
Rollins campus would be a 
very good reflection on the 
"campus safety" department. 
I am, therefore, asking that 
this revocation be dismissed 
and another type of 
punishment be instituted; 
increased fines for any further 
violations perhaps. I feel that 
this would be a satisfactory 
means of dealing with this 
problem, not only for myself, 
but for all on-campus residents 
parking their cars here. 
Lois Sawtelle 
Editorial Not 
Minority Conscious 
Dear Editor 
I note with approval the 
editorial of March 14 
regarding: Town Meeting 
Needs Shot in Arm, and I 
concur with that editorial. 
However, I also note that in the 
composition of the select 
committee of college officials 
you have neglected to refer to 
Minority Affairs, Affirmative 
Action, or Title IX Coordinator. 
It is my considered opinion 
(and history and present 
circumstance indicate support 
for my position) that,, if Rollins 
is to move forward to become 
the great institution that we 
should be, the inclusion of 
minorities must be a major 
concern. Therefore, while good 
intentions are beautiful 
rhetoric, the reality indicates 
that additional attention, care, 
and concern must be given to 
these vital areas of the College. 
Thus I am requesting that your 
recommendations include 
representatives from this 
office. 
Alzo J. Reddick, Ed. D. 
Director of Minority Affairs 
Affirmative Action Office 
GLIMPSE 
Photos by David Leger 
Who Do You Admire Most? 
^ky Williams 
William Shakespeare . 
fecause he's such an 
Client author. 
Al Landsberger 
Jerry Brown. He's a man 
of action and we share a 
common love of Linda Ron-
stadt. 
Jean Marie Betz 
Bob Hope. He's social 
minded and helps us laugh at 
things we can't always laugh 
at. 
Chris Ramsey 
Bjorn Borg because he's 
the best in the world at what 
he does. 
Gail Stevens 
Bob Hope. Just because of 
what he's done for America. 
I really feel for the service 
men and he really helped 
them. 
.ifW.^Cr 
Lindy Helms, 
My dad, because he has a 
combination of good 
attributes. I just look up to 
him and admire the things 
he's done. 
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By Phil Muse 
Journey's Best 
Journey - Departure - This album 
is much better than "Evolution" 
and even possibly better than their 
multi-platinum "Infinity." There 
are new styles present on this LP, 
the result of ingenious writing and 
planning. The vocals and guitar 
excel. 
* * * * V 
Typical Heart 
Heart - Bebe Le Strange - Here is 
another typical Heart album, but 
take that as a compliment. The 
vocals are outstanding as usual and 
the tunes are perfect for airplay. 
Look for at least two big hits from 
* * • * 
By Al Landsberger 
Elvis Ayain 
Elvis Costello - Get Happy - 20 
great songs from one of the 
greatest singer-songwriters of the 
last decade. So Get Happy! 
* * * * 
No-way Ramones 
Ramones - End of the Century -
Uncle Phil Spector holds hands 
with the Ramones thru wasted 
weeks of over production in the 
studio. However, one must eat. ^ , 
Great Debut 
Pretenders - Pretenders -
excellent new group with a debut 
not heard since those Bobbies from 
Great Britain. A A A 
The Florida Ballet Guild 
Rollins Hosts Ballet 
The Florida Ballet Guild and the 
theatre arts department of Rollins 
College will present "The Ballet Royal 
in Concert," an evening of dance tonight 
March 28th at 8 P.M. and on Saturday, 
March 29th at 2:30 and 8 P.M. at the 
Annie Russell Theatre in Winter Park 
Florida. Tickets are available from the 
theatre box office or by railing 647-3031. 
oc 
The program will feature a rousing 
hoe-down, "Mountain Saturday," 
choreographed by Dermont Burke of the 
Milwaukee Ballet Company, and "Lean 
On Me," a jazz work performed to the 
music of Chuck Mangione and 
choreographed by Carol Wilson. 
All seats are reserved. 
^)[03«lBai 
Easter Bunnies, 
Flowers, Plants 
335 Park Ave. South andGifts 
(In Arcade) 
647-5127 
£L 
For that Special Someone! 
We wire flowers. 
The Sandspur w i l l cont inue t o provide news and 
i n f o r m a t i o n for t h e R o l l i n s community 
t h r o u g h o u t t h e year. 
KJQJOCO/I JJocn C^mce^t o] XVLQAAXXAJXA^^ 
Christopher Cross 
THURSDAY 
APRIL 10, 1980 
Peabody Auditorium 
Daytona Beach 
8:00 P.M. 
FRIDAY 
APRIL 11, 1980 
Orlando Jai-Alai Fronton 
8:00 P.M. 
a 
w 
LIMITED AD VANCE TICKETS: $6.50 
GENERAL ADMISSION TICKETS: $7.50 
Tickets ava 
SOUNDS UNLIMITED HI-FI 
Casselberry 
INFINITE MUSHROOM 
Orlando 
CAROUSEL RECORDS 
Winter Haven 
ORLANDO JAI-ALAI 
BOX OFFICE 
(day of show only) 
ilable at: 
ALTAMONTE MALL 
TICKET AGENCY 
Altamonte Springs 
ORLANDO FASHION SQ. 
MALL TICKET AGENCY 
Orlando 
SPEC'S MUSIC 
Lakeland (both locations) 
GRAB-A-TAN® 
What a tan you'll have with this 
quick-drying invisible gel that helps 
you tan in just a few hours. No skin 
staining chemicals. In a greaseless 
water-resistant non-staining PABA 
(1-1/2%) formula. The greatest for 
those who always seem to burn be-
fore they can tan. Very nice scent 
Contains 20% moisture-rich Aloe. 
••«» WEST w " r J « - » » k » f c i ^ V ^ \ l 
GRAB A TAN, 
I/EY 
^ (JJGQT COLONY GARDENS 329 PARK AVENUE SOUTH 
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA 32789 
(305) 644-4333 
Quality Health Foods 
soon to be 
NATURE'S GREENHOUSE 
NATURAL FOOD EMPORIUM 
LUNCHEON 
MENU 
Daily Specials 
Tea 35c 
Lunch $1.75 
Soup 95c 
CHAPATI SUPREME $2.45 
VEGABURGER 2.35 
SWISS & MUSHROOM 2.55 
served as salad or on your 
choice of breads 
SMOOTHIE 95c 
CHEESECAKE (organic) 99c 
nobody does it better. 
a good place to eat' 
An Organic Place 
Open 10-5 Mon. -Sat. 
644-4373 
601 New York Avenue 
(1 Block West of Park Ave.) 
Winter Park 
SHOP AND 
TAKE HOME: 
1 0 0 % ORGANIC 
PRODUCE 
HERBAL TEAS 
GRAINS#SEEDS 
SKIN & HAIR 
PRODUCTS 
VITAMINS 
and more 
NO SYNTHETICS, 
FILLERS, BINDERS 
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bod Not to Blame for Saga's Poor Quality 
Page 9 
By John Tarnow 
ftroughout the year, numerous 
plaints, accusations and misgivings 
, been published concerning nearly 
,ery phase of Saga and its 'short-
nings.' One area that was mention-
n last week's Mailbag dealt with 
possibility of increasing the quality 
the individual ingredients that 
into the students meals, even at their 
pense. 
[owever, taking a closer look, it 
pears that the quality of the food used 
prepare Saga's meals is as good as, if 
(better than, many fine restaurants 
well as other colleges. This is the 
nion that most of the cooks working 
fSaga have taken. 
fact, Pete Prevost, head cook and 
tchen Supervisor for Saga, feels that 
scompany's problems lie not with the 
od, but with the neglect of those 
iparing the meals to follow the proper 
ipes. 
When I came here in the Fa l l ," 
evost remarked, "I couldn't believe 
some of the meals looked that were 
being served." Naturally, foods that 
don t look right usually don't taste right 
he concluded. 
Since the Fall, Prevost and others 
have done much to remedy the 
situation. New employees, better 
attention to established recipes and a 
greater variety of entrees have all aided 
Saga's cause of pleasing its customers. 
But, according to popular belief at 
Saga, food is not where a lack of quality 
exists , it is in the atmosphere. An 
overall lack of employee organization 
and attitude are major causes for the 
apparent absence of a 'quality' 
atmosphere in the Beanery. One of the 
probable explanations for this situation is 
the employment of young high school 
students all through the week who often 
fail to adhere to proper service standards 
on both sides of the counter. As a result, 
Rollins students may generally feel 
resentment towards the establishment 
before they have even eaten. 
Moreover, the cost of employing such 
students is only more money not utilized 
to improve Saga's financial situation 
With a $50,000 deficit hanging over their 
heads, those in the position to change 
and improve the situation are few. 
Saga Manager Jeff Kownslar is 
attempting to better conditions by 
gradually phasing out employment of 
high school students and those 
unproductive in such an environment. 
Additionally, Prevost commented that 
"only when we get quality employees 
working for us can we start to attend to 
the finer details of food service." 
A interesting note to all this was 
Prevost's remarks concerning the 
prices of the food that is served. "Before 
I came here, items such as fish were 
purchased without even knowing what 
the price was per pound. Prices for 
entrees were chosen randomly off the 
top of their (the management's) head. 
In some instances, Saga was losing 
money without even taking out expenses 
for wages, etc." 
Prevost came from the University of 
Vermont where he worked for a similar 
Saga account. Ironically, though there 
was a slight variation in facilities, 
prices were considerably higher for the 
New England students as compared to 
Rollins. One explanation may be 
geographical in origin, but more than 
likely it stems from simple inadequate 
pricing, Prevost feels. 
"That Rollins Faire is one of the main 
reasons for the $50,000 deficit," he 
retorted. According to Prevost, there 
are items here that sell for $1.25 that 
were sometimes sold for twice that 
price in Vermont. In that respect, he 
feels that the students are the ones that 
get the better shake when it comes to the 
cost for a full-course meal. 
With the help of concerned and able 
employees like Prevost, Saga is 
progressively advancing toward its goal 
of a smooth-running, quality 
organization designed to meet the needs 
of the Rollins community. 
In reality, it appears that Rollins 
students have not fallen prey to the 
strangling grasp of big business, but 
merely joined the ranks of those caught 
up in their own stuggle to make ends 
meet. 
Jazz' Not All Perfect 
By Tom F r e e m a n 
Nine thirty-three and t w e n t y - o n e 
conds . . . Joe Gideon w a k e s up , 
ips some speed, pops an Alka-Seltzer 
a cup of water and watches it fizz, 
Dirts some Vis ine in h i s b loodshot 
ts, looks in the mirror and announces, 
I's showtime!" 
Hie show is Bob Fosse ' s autobiograph-
ilfilm, All That Jazz. It is a fi lm that 
mly es tabl i shes the r e n o w n e d 
rector/choreographer of the s tage a s 
talent to reckon w i t h in t h e f i l m 
iustry. 
All That Jazz Fosse a t tempts to 
loreograph h is d e a t h . The m a i n 
aractor, Joe Gideon, is a thinly vei led 
of Fosse. He is a m a n who is as 
sessed with work as he is with death. 
works hard and plays just a s hard. 
she puts a show together, he tears his 
idy apart. 
That Jazz is a fantasy fi lm that 
rtrays m o m e n t s of r e a l i t y . The 
toblems Gideon faces a s a director of a 
* musical and a film director trying 
make his final cut , are presented 
rough great c i n e m a t i c insp irat ion . 
IE choreographer Gideon must choose 
Sroup of 10 dancers out of a group of 
hundreds. Fosse shows a great talent in 
editing, which prevails all through the 
film, to show how the group is cut down 
to size. With each shot, the cast is 
diminished. Director Gideon must put 
up with a script that doesn't deserve the 
great choreography. To show the 
audience how the jokes of the musicals 
script don't appeal to Gideon, Fosse uses 
a selective method on his soundtrack. 
As the script is being read, and every-
body laughs, all we hear is the sound of 
the paper Gideon wrinkles, and his fist 
hitting the table in hidden anger. The 
shallowness of the script becomes 
obvious even though we never hear it. 
Film director Gideon faces the same 
problem most of todays filmmakers 
seem to suffer from. He is obsessed with 
his movie. Like Francis Ford Coppola 
with Apocalypse Now, Gideon can't let 
his film, the Stand-Up be released. He is 
constantly re-editing it. The jokes in his 
film seem to re-occur in a nightmarish 
effect all around Gideon. He does not 
know where his film ends and his life 
begins. All That Jazz is a probing of all 
the varied sides of Joe Gideon (Bob 
Fosse ) . The open-heart surgery, so 
vividly portrayed, represents the 
probing Fosse is trying to make into 
himself. His quest is to discover "what 
makes me tick!" 
Dancing, however, is what Fosse is 
known for, .and in this rousing musical, 
he doesn't let us down. Fosse has 
created a world in which dancing is a 
language. Fosse dances with his wife 
and daughter while they have a 
conversation. The dancing, or warming 
up movements, say more than the 
words. He also provides the film with a 
number of brilliant musical scenes and 
a finale that can only be described as a 
show stopper. 
Fosse, however, is not the only talent 
Roy Scheiderin "All That Jazz" 
in All That Jazz. The photographer 
Rutonno helps Fosse create his breath-
taking world of fantasy. Rutonno is the 
same man who shot Fellini's 8V2, a film 
Fosse is greatly indebted to. The 
supporting performances were all top 
notch with the most credit going to 
Erzsebet Foldi as Gideons daughter. 
All That Jazz is a great, yet not 
perfect film. Its reliance on SV2 has 
some bad effects. The character of 
Death, in this film she is called 
Angelique, seems out of place. On the 
whole, though, All That Jazz is an 
exciting cinematic experience. 
fheatre to Hold Auditions for Summer Stock 
^ Annie Russell Summer Theatre at 
5llins College will move to a repertory 
^ule of plays offered by a resident 
" ^ y of actors and technicians as it 
is its eighth year of operation in 
De. 
Je move from stock two-week runs 
ngte plays to a rotating schedule of 
Productions is part of an overall plan 
rovide grea ter opportunity for 
te of the theatre arts to work in a 
Sntrated production program. 
* changes in the Rollins College 
Qer theatre program, as wel l as 
to dates for individuals interested 
ttmpany m e m b e r s h i p w e r e 
need today by Firman H. Brown, 
Jhairman of Theatre Arts at Rollins 
five Neilson, Managing Director of 
^nmer operation. 
1980 Annie Russe l l S u m m e r 
* will offer four plays in rotation. 
June 18 through August 3. These, four 
plays, two opening the first week of 
performances and the other two joining 
the repertory schedule in the weeks that 
follow, will provide members of the 
company an opportunity to study and 
work in a variety of theatrical modes, 
according to Brown and Neilson. 
Company membership for the 1980 
summer season will be on a full-time 
basis All positions are salaried, Neilson 
said and most will require full-time 
participation by those associated with 
the company. The rehearsal schedule 
will run morning, afternoon and evening 
during the initial two weeks prior to 
opening and then during the daytime 
hours thereafter. 
"It is this opportunity to work in a 
variety of roles over a period of time that 
gives the repertory system its greatest 
value," said Brown, Artistic Director for 
the summer theatre. "It is our hope that 
the learning experience the company 
will have over the nine weeks of working 
together will help each individual gain 
valuable understanding of the theatrical 
experience. The great value of repertory 
is that you have time to think about and 
mature in your roles." 
Auditions and interviews are open to 
anyone interested in working in the 
company. Individuals who wish to 
audition for acting positions are asked to 
bring two prepared audition pieces, one 
serious, one comic of not more than three 
minutes each. They need not be 
memorized, Brown said, but they should 
be well prepared. 
A wide range of acting positions are 
available. Directors of the company are 
seeking actors of varying ages, several 
black actors and actresses, and there are 
several roles for children. In addition to a 
permanent company of actors, some 
performers will be hired to appear in 
only one production. Thus, there is 
opportunity for a considerable number of 
actors and actresses to work with the 
company, on a full-time or limited basis, 
Neilson said. 
Individuals interested in technical 
positions with the company are asked to 
report on March 30 also for interviews 
with Neilson. They may also apply 
directly by mail if they cannot be at the 
March 30 interview. Deadline for such 
applications is March 31. All individuals 
applying for acting or technical positions 
should bring a resume listing her/his 
theatrical experience and a recent 
photograph. 
Final selection of the repertory season 
is currently under discussion and an 
announcement of the four productions 
and dates will be made shortly, Neilson 
said. 
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Rollins Wins 4th Baseball Week 
By Chris Russo 
The situation was as follows: Cornell 
was leading Rollins 13-2 in the bottom of 
the fifth. It was the Tars fourth game of 
the Rollins College Baseball Week. The 
Tars desperately needed a win to keep 
pace with Clemson, who had won earlier 
to increase their tournament record to 
3-1. 
The Tars began to chip away at 
Cornell's lead in the fifth. Cornell's 
starting pitcher Phil DiTernia started to 
lose his control, and a timely hit by 
Berry Dunlap drove in two runs. The 
Tars scored one run in the sixth, and 
ignited for six runs in the seventh to pull 
within one, 13-12. But in the eighth, 
Cornell struck back for two runs to take 
a 15-12 lead going into the bottom of the 
ninth. 
Before the ninth started, the umpires 
convened at home plate to determine 
whether or not to continue in lieu of the 
darkness. They decided to continue. 
Greg Meyers was the fourth pitcher 
used by the Redmen, and he opened the 
ninth by walking Pete Duglenski and 
Mike Lyster. Rusty Piggott bounced a 
ball between short and third, and Lyster 
beat the throw to second. The bases 
were loaded, nobody out, and Tony 
Schefstad stepped up to the plate. He hit 
a drive deep to left-center that hit the 
base of the wall. When the smoke 
cleared, Schefstad was standing on 
second, and three runs had crossed the 
plate to tie the game at 15-15. 
Jay Barnhardt and Dan Flynn 
walked, and Glenn Sherlock bounced 
into a force play at home. Berry Dunlap, 
in a classic confrontation between 
pitcher and batter, struck out on a 3-2 
pitch. The bases were loaded with two 
outs, and Scott Moffat was called on to 
pinch-hit. But before he took the bat off 
his shoulder, Meyers threw a wild pitch 
to give Rollins a 16-15 victory in the 
darkness at Harper-Shepard Field. 
On Friday, the Tars defeated Clemson 
5-1, in a game that seemed a bit anti-
climatic. Clark Murray and Steve Todd 
combined for a four-hitter and Sherlock 
knocked in two runs with a double to 
break the game open in the eighth. 
By the time the Tars played their last 
game on Saturday, they had already 
won the tournament thanks to a 7-6, ten 
inning victory by Cornell over Clemson 
in the first game of the day. For the 
record, the Tars won 12-0 over 
Cincinnatti behind a six-hit performance 
by Steve McDonald, his second shut-out 
of the week. 
So the Tars won their fourth Baseball 
week in a row thanks to the team's 
heroics on Thursday. If the Tars go on 
to make the NCAA Division II playoffs, 
the Cornell game might be looked upon 
as the turning point of the 1980 season. 
After winning Baseball Week for the 
fourth straight year, the Tars took on 
Colby College from Maine for two 
games. Monday the Tars got out the big 
bats as Pete Duglenski and Glenn 
Sherlock powered them to a 9-1 victory. 
Tad Slowik won his fourth of the year, 
pitching a nifty five-hitter. 
Tuesday's game with Colby wasn't 
nearly as easy as the Tars squeaked out 
a 1-0 win in eleven innings. With one out 
in the eleventh inning, Tony Schefstad 
lined a single to left-center that scored 
Pete Duglenski from third. Chuck 
Overby went the distance on the mound, 
notching his sixth win against no losses. 
Rollins' record was 19-7 Wednesday 
when the Tars began conference play 
against UCF. The Knights, however, 
stopped the Tars winning streak at 6 
games, winning by a score of 6-2. Rollins 
stroked only five hits in the game while 
the Knights collect thirteen. 
Today the Tars play at UCF and 
tomorrow the game is at Harper-
Shepard. 
Wendy's presents w «"™»* *»« 
n 
SPEC 
OV VOI K XI.X I VISIT 
Till** < o n » o \ <;ooi> FOR 
A SIA«.I i;. I K I V , n FRIES. 
AA I> A 12 OX. SOFT URIAH 
FOR OAT/I* 1.59. 
Good only at all participating Wendy's in 
Orange. Seminole and Osceola Counties. 
April 4, 1980 
OLD r A l H I O N I O 
<^:t*m^ 
J 
OV V I H R V I A ! V I S I T 
THIS < Ol'POA' <;OOI> FOR 
A SLYi.l.F. FRFACTI 1 KII V 
AA1> A 12 OX. SOFT ORIAK 
FOROXIA # 1 . 5 » . 
Good only at all participating Wendy's in 
Orange. Seminole and Osceola Counties. 
Expires April 4 , 1980 
Cheese and Tomato extra 
WEA'DT'S TBAAK-YOT < OTPO.Y 
OLD r u B i o u t
 D 
Catcher Danny Flynn running "down the line" a 
hitting a home-run. Flynn was voted to the Base* 
Week All-Tournament team, along with five other Ten 
Senior Rusty Piggott was named the Tournament MW 
for the fourth consecutive year. 
I 
THINGS >IRE 
LOOKING UP FOR 
HIGH INSTEPS 
We think people with high insteps deserve 
to be just as comfortable as the rest of the 
world. That's why we recommend Eskil's 
clogs with adjustable buckles and ties. 
They'll fit snugly, but not too tight. And 
because they're anatomically-designed, the 
rest of your foot will feel terrific, too. 
Gift certificates available. 
orange 
quarter 
and Shops 
D o w n t o w n A t O r a n g e A v e n u e a n d W a s h i n g t o n 
» ~ Restaurants • Open Every Day 8 A M til Midnight 
« Shops • Open Every Day 1 O A M 'til 9 PM • Sunday Noon til 5 
CLOG SHOPS 
kMWt i>(*sm> 
Fine Hair Styling for Men & Women 
Wash, Cut, and Blow dry $8 
with this coupon. 
517 S. Park Ave., Winter Park, 
Call (305) 647-6909 for an appo'n tm*"
1 
h 
% 
Sports This Week 
Baseball 
. 'Rollins at UCF, today, 3:15 
•UCF at Rollins, Sat., 1:30 
St. Norberts at Rollins, Mon. 3:30 
I St. Norberts at Rollins, Tues., 3:30 
•Rollins at Eckerd, Wed., 3:30 
I •Eckerd at Rollins, Thurs., 3:30 
•Sunshine State Conference Play 
E* 
Men's Golf 
Cape Coral Invitational, 
March 26-29 
Cape Coral, FL 
Crew 
Miami Invitational 
- March 29 
Miami, FL 
Waterski 
University of Georgia Invitational 
April 12-13 
Lake David, Groveland, FL 
Last weeks tournament at the 
University of Tampa was cancelled 
Men's Tennis 
Florida Atlantic at Rollins, Mon., 2:00 
Flagler at Rollins, Wed., 2:00 
Women's Tennis 
South Carolina at Rollins, April 4, 1:00 
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Crew Teams Strong in Games 
Last Saturday the Rollins crew team 
finished second at the Florida World 
g a m e s at Turkey Lake, Orlando. 
Compet ing schools included UCF 
Jacksonville, Tampa and Drexel. 
The men's Varsity Eight team took 
second behind Drexe l , with UCF 
finishing third. The m e n ' s Junior 
Varsity Eight finished third behind UCF 
and Tampa. Sophomore crew member 
Baxter Bode said both men' s t e a m s 
finished strong, and should improve 
quickly as more exprerience is gained. 
The women's Varsity Four finished 
first, and the Varsity Eight finished 
fourth. 
Tomorrow, the Tars travel to race in 
the Miami Invitational. Next Saturday, 
the Tars host the Bradley Cup at Lake 
Maitland. After a second place finish in the recent Florida World Games, 
Rollins Varsity Eight prepares for tomorrow's Miami Invitational. 
Tars Victorious in Busy Week 
By Greg Moran 
The Rollins College men's tennis team 
extended their record to 22-3 this past 
week as they defeated the University of 
Mississippi, the University of Kentucky, 
the Univers i ty of Indiana, and 
Kalamazoo College. 
The Tars faced Mississippi on March 
19, and defeated them 6-3. The Tars 
wrapped up their victory in the singles 
as they won five of the six matches. 
On March 20 the Tars faced Kentucky 
and once again clinched the victory in 
the singles matches. The final score of 
the match was Rollins - 7, Kentucky - 3. 
The Tars faced the Univers i ty of 
Indiana on March 25 and defeated them 
by the score of 5-4. Chuck DeSalvo won 
his match at the number one position 6-
0, 6-3. S teve Spe i lman won at the 
number three spot 6-4, 6-0. Ray Green 
won his match at the number four spot 6-
7,6-3,6-4. Lee Ramsdale won at number 
five 7-6, 6-3, and Steve Brandt defeated 
his opponent at the number six position 
6-3, 6-7, 6-2, as the Tars once again 
assured themselves of the victory in the 
singles matches. 
Kalamazoo College visited Rollins on 
March 26 and the Tars notched their 
twenty-second win of the year and their 
ninth straight as they beat Kalamazoo 7-
2. Rollins swept the singles as DeSalvo, 
Perry, Speilman, Green, Ramsdale, and 
Brandt all won their matches. Speilman 
and Perry provided the Tars final point 
as they won their match at the number 
on doubles position. 
Upcoming m a t c h e s for Roll ins are 
Florida International Univers i ty on 
March 27, Florida Atlantic on March 31, 
F l a g l e r Col lege on April 2, and the 
Univers i ty of Central F lor ida , who 
previously defeated the Tars, will come 
to Rollins on April 15. 
ox Scores: 
Crew 
Rollins 
Cincinnati 
130 000 206 12 12 
000 000 000 0 6 
0 
Schefstad 2-5,3B, HR, 3RBI's; Lyster 3-5,2RBI's; 
Dunlap 2-4 
IP H R ER BB K's 
McDonald (W, 3-3) 9 6 0 0 2 5 
1980 Rollins Baseball Week 
All-Tournament Team 
torch 29 Miami Invitational 
Regatta at Miami 
pril 5 Bradley Cup at 
Lake Maitland 
W112. Governor's Cup at 
Melbourne 
W 2 0 . . . Florida State Championships 
at Tampa 
W26 Southern Championships 
at Tennessee 
ky 9,10 Dad Vail Regatta 
at Philadelphia 
Colby 000 100 000 1 5 0 
Rollins 100 300 MX 9 9 0 
Billings 2-3,2RBI's; Duglenski & Sherlock HR. 
IP H R ER BB K's 
Slowik (W, 4-1) 9 5 1 1 3 1 
OUTFIELD 
Pete Duglenski CF 
Jay Barnhardt LF 
Neil Simons CF 
Billy Weems LF 
034 330 011 15 16 4 
011 031 604 16 13 2 
ad 44,3B, 4RBI's; Lyster 2-4, HR, 4RBI's; 
H2RBI's; Duglenski 3-4 
IP H R ER BB K's 
2% 5 5 5 4 0 
2 6 6 5 3 1 
4 3 3 3 2 4 
W.2-0) % 1 0 0 0 1 
Amico 
000 000 100 1 4 2 
001 001 03X 5 7 1 
; Sherlock 2B,2RBI's 
(W.2-0) IP H R ER BB K's 
•J>y(W,2-0) 6% 3 1 1 3 5 
2% 1 0 0 0 2 
Colby 000 
Rollins 000 
Overby (W, 64)) 
UCF 000 
Rollins 000 
McDonald (L, 3-4) 
Todd 
Toffey 
Monday March 11 
000 
000 
IP 
11 
101 
010 
IP 
6% 
1% 
% 
1) Univ. of Cincinnati 
Clemson Univ. 
2) Rollins College 
Cornell Univ. 
Tuesday March 18 
1) Cornell Univ. 
Univ. of Cinn. 
2) Clemson Univ. 
Rollins College 
Wednesday March 19 
1) Clemson Univ. 
Cornell Univ. 
2) Rollins College 
Univ. of Cinn. 
Thursday March 20 
1) Clemson Univ. 
Univ. of Cinn. 
2) Rollins College 
Cornell Univ. 
Friday March 21 
1) Cornell Univ. 
Univ. of Cinn. 
2) Rollins College 
Clemson Univ. 
Saturday March 22 
1) Cornell Univ. 
Clemson Univ. 
2) Rollins College 
Univ. of Cinn. 
000 
000 
H 
5 
400 
010 
H 
9 
3 
1 
R-H-E 
10-6-1 
7-14-4 
6-11-0 
0-3-2 
R-H-E 
9-13-2 
4-6-5 
3-8-1 
2-5-0 
R-H-E 
5-8-0 
0-5-2 
9-9-3 
1-5-3 
R-H-E 
8-10-2 
2-8-3 
16-13-2 
15-164 
7-8-3 
4-5-2 
5-7-1 
1-4-2 
R-H-E 
7-144 
6-10-7 
12-12-0 
0-6-5 
00 0 5 1 
01 1 7 3 
R ER BB K's 
0 0 3 3 
6 13 4 
2 5 4 
R ER BB K's 
4 3 1 3 
2 2 2 1 
0 0 0 0 
WP-DAHL(36) 
LP-TRAPP (31) 
WP-MacDONALD (10) 
LP-MYERS (25) 
WP-JAMESON (14) 
LP-O'BRIEN (22) 
WP-BROWN (35) 
LP43L0WTK (20) 
WP-KENYON (25) 
LP-KOBYLARZ(U) 
WP-OVERBY (14) 
LP-HURLEY (34) 
WP-MALLON (28) 
LP-HAAS (17) 
WP-TODD (12) 
LP-MYERS (25) 
WP-ROONEY (34) 
LP-DAHL (36) 
WP-MURRAY (17) 
LP-KEY(21) 
WP-ROBYLARZ(ll) 
LP-LILLY (32) 
WP-MacDONALD (10) 
LP-BROWNING (40) 
INFIELD 
Tony Schefstad 
Gary Kaczor 
Dave Waters 
Mike Lyster 
IB 
IB 
3B 
3B 
CATCHER 
Danny Flynn C 
PITCHERS 
Steve McDonald P 
Mike Brown P 
MOST VALUABLE 
Rusty Piggott SS 
SCHOOL 
Rollins College 
Rollins College 
Clemson University 
Clemson University 
SCHOOL 
Rollins College 
Cornell University 
Cornell University 
Rollins College 
SCHOOL 
Rollins College 
SCHOOL 
Rollins College 
Clemson University 
PLAYER 
Rollins College 
AB-H R 
24-8 9 
25-9 6 
22-6 2 
24-9 6 
RBI 2B 
2 1 
7 1 
4 1 
3 1 
AB-H 
22-10 
24-8 
23-10 
26-7 
AB-H 
20-3 
W-L 
2-0 
1-0 
AB-H 
25-8 
6 
7 
8 
6 
R 
3 
ERA 
0.00 
2.25 
R 
9 
RBI 
12 
8 
1 
7 
RBI 
2 
SO 
10 
5 
RBI 
3 
2B 
2 
0 
2 
0 
2B 
0 
BB 
5 
2 
2B 
1 
3B 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3B 
2 
0 
0 
0 
3B 
0 
3B 
0 
HR 
0 
0 
0 
HR 
1 
3 
0 
1 
HR 
0 
HR 
1 
TB AVE 
10 .333 
10 .360 
7 .273 
10 
TB 
19 
17 
12 
10 
TB 
3 
TB 
12 
.375 
AVE 
.455 
.333 
.435 
.269 
AVE 
.150 
AVE 
.320 
(4th time in 4 years that Piggott has won the award.) 
Baseball Statistics March 24 1980 
PLAYER 
Piggott 
Lyster 
Barnhardt 
Schefstad 
Flynn 
Duglenski 
Sherlock 
Billings 
Dunlap 
Cullen 
Moffat 
Todd 
Karwatt 
Guadagno 
TEAM TOTALS 
POS 
SS 
3B 
LF 
IB 
C 
CF 
DH 
2B 
RF 
224 
36 
28 
30 
27 
21 
26 
12 
15 
11 
2 
7 
3 
3 
0 
224 
AB 
95 
85 
93 
84 
75 
95 
50 
64 
75 
5 
29 
18 
18 
794 
27 
25 
25 
18 
12 
21 
10 
21 
7 
179 
2b 
9 
4 
5 
5 
2 
5 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
0 
0 
0 
42 
3B 
0 
0 
2 
3 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
HR 
4 
2 
1 
4 
0 
3 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
18 
TB 
58 
36 
41 
51 
26 
44 
23 
18 
17 
4 
10 
6 
3 
0 
337 
BB 
15 
10 
14 
14 
16 
21 
13 
20 
20 
0 
4 
10 
2 
1 
160 
SO 
11 
10 
7 
12 
9 
5 
2 
4 
10 
1 
0 
2 
1 
3 
RBI AVE 
17 
15 
19 
22 
11 
18 
17 
4 
2 
3 
3 
0 
0 
139 
.378 
.329 
.323 
.322 
.320 
.274 
.240 
.234 
.147 
.400 
.241 
.167 
.167 
.000 
.282 
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Reflections '80, 
A Look to the Future 
The Admissions Office extends a warm welcome to the participants of 
Reflections '80. These eighty high school students, visiting from as far away as 
Texas, Illinois, Connecticut and Michigan share the rooms of currently enrolled 
students this weekend while taking a closer look at the place that may become 
their home for the next four years. 
A variety of activities has been planned from classes to parties, a career 
seminar to a student activities presentation, a departmental showcase, to the 
Royal Ballet. The schedule is quite busy in an attempt to help the student view 
all sides of the Rollins community. Although all the participants are accepted 
applicants, many are making their final college choice during the weeks 
following Reflections '80. 
Nineteen-eighty marks the first time a program of this size and nature has 
been attempted by the Admissions Office of Rollins. It is the hope of the 
Admissions staff that this will become a yearly event growing with each year in 
participation, on the part of the College community, as well as the visiting 
students. 
AGENDA 
Thursday, March 27 
12:00 noon-6:00 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
6:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
Friday, March 28 
7:00 a.m.-8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon 
12:00 noon-2:00 p.m. 
Registration - Student Center 
Campus Tours, Art Exhibit, etc. 
Welcome from Admissions -
Cindy Grubbs, Director of 
Admissions, Rogers Room, 
Keane Hall 
Dinner 
Athletic Department Seminar 
with Coaches - Alumni House 
Kappa Alpha Gong Show for 
Myscular Dystrophy - Enyart 
Field House 
Breakfast - Rose Skillman Hall 
Class Visits (see your packet 
for schedule) 
Lunch - Reception with 
President Thaddeus Seymour 
Rose Skillman Hall 
2:30 p.m. Financial Aid Seminar-
Mr. William Loving, Director of 
Student Aid - Alumni House 
3:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m. Faculty/Departmental 
Showcase - Field House 
5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
(optional). 
8:00 p.m. 
(optional) 
Barbeque Dinner - Lakeside 
President's Reception for 
Parents - Alumni House 
Questions and Answers with 
Students - McKean Unit Lounges 
(students only) 
Theatre Rehearsal, Fred Stone 
Theatre or 
Royal Ballet, Annie Russell 
theatre or 
Careers Through the Liberal 
Arts - Wanda Russell, Director 
of Career Planning and 
Placement and Judy Provost* 
Career Counselor - The Center 
Carnegie Hall 
10:00 p.m. 
Saturday, March 29 
8:00 a.m. 
10:00 a.m. 
11:15 a.m. 
12:00 noon 
Dance - Student Center 
or Coffee House - Sullivan House 
Coffee and Doughnuts with the 
Deans of the College* 
Student Center 
Student Activities Presentations 
Student Center 
Wrap Up-HauckHall 
Students Free to Leave 
Last Car to Airport Leaves 
3:00 p.m. 
•College Deans 
Dr. Don Griffin, Vice-Provost 
Dean Ronald Pease, Dean of Student Affairs 
Mr. William Loving, Director of Student Aid 
Mr. Roger Campbell, Director of Housing 
Sister Kate Gibney, Assistant to the Provost 
Ms. Wanda Russell, Director of Career Service 
For All the Latest News and Views... 
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